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Abstract—Despite the promising progress made in recent years,
vehicle re-identification (re-ID) remains a challenging task due
to the complex variations in vehicle appearances from differ-
ent camera views. For this challenging problem, most existing
algorithms have been developed in the fully-supervised setting,
requiring access to a large amount of labeled training data.
However, it is impractical to expect the availability of large
quantities of labeled data because labeling data is very costly.
Besides, when considering vehicle re-ID as a retrieval process,
re-ranking is a critical step to improve its accuracy. Yet in the
vehicle re-ID community, limited effort has been devoted to re-
ranking. To address these problems, in this paper, we propose
a semi-supervised pipeline based on the CNN and re-ranking
strategy for Vehicle re-ID. Specifically, we obtain more training
data by adopting the generative adversarial network (GAN) to
generate unlabeled samples, then label smoothing regularization
for outliers (LSRO) will assign a uniform label distribution to
the unlabeled images, which regularizes the supervised model and
improves the baseline. To optimize the re-ID results, an improved
re-ranking method is exploited to optimize the initial rank
list. Experimental results on publically available datasets VeRi-
776 and VehicleID demonstrate that the method significantly
outperforms the state-of-the-art.
I. INTRODUCTION
Vehicle is an active object class in computer vision, which
is associated with many interesting research topics including
vehicle classification [1], segmentation [2] and detection [3].
Vehicle re-identification (Re-ID) is a relatively new frontier
which is often neglected by researchers. Vehicle Re-ID is a
problem of searching a vehicle from the gallery for images that
contain the same vehicle in a cross-camera mode. Fig.1 gives
a straightforward description. Vehicle re-ID has pervasive
applications in video surveillance [4], intelligent transportation
[5] and public security [3], which can quickly discover, locate,
and track the target vehicles. The technique is particularly
relevant when the re-identification needs to build upon visual
characteristics rather than number plates information [6].
A typical procedure in vehicle re-identification is composed
of the following two steps [7], [8]. Firstly, discriminative
and robust appearance features are extracted from vehicle
images. Then a learned metric using training data with correct
matching pairs is applied to increase discriminative power of
the extracted features. The outcome of the matching is the rank
list, which ultimately involves assigning ranks or numbers to
images being searched after matching. This rank list is further
used to assess the exact matches in vehicle re-identification
system. Through many re-identification methods perform well,
Fig. 1. Vehicle re-id: matching with manually cropped vehicle.
their rank accuracy is unsatisfactory. As a result, re-ranking
is receiving increasing attention and has gained promising
results [9], [10], [11]. After an initial ranking list is obtained,
a good practice consists of adding a re-ranking step, with
the expectation that the relevant images will receive higher
ranks. In particular, [9] proposes a re-ranking method with k-
reciprocal encoding, which combines the original distance and
Jaccard distance.
Recently, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) has been
applied to the re-ID research, which unify the feature ex-
traction and the distance metric learning processes into one
framework [12], [13], [14]. CNN-based method requires a
large amount of annotated data to obtain high performances,
which is an impediment to vehicle re-ID where the amount
of available training data in vehicle re-identification is often
insufficient. Data annotation is costly, because one has to
draw a vehicle bounding box and assign an ID label to it. To
solve this problem, one solution is to apply a semi-supervised
learning paradigm to exploit unlabelled data. There are a
few existing methods, e.g.,“pseudo label” [15], “All in one”
[16] and label smoothing regularization for outliers (LSRO)
method [17]. Among these strategies, the LSRO method makes
a less stronger assumption (label smoothing) towards the
unlabelled images and has a superior performance in dealing
with unlabelled images.
Given the above considerations, we propose a semi-
supervised pipeline based on the CNN and re-ranking strategy
for Vehicle Re-ID. In the literature, vehicle images used in
training are only provided by the training sets which without
being expanded [7], [8], [14], [19]. To directly utilize abundant
unlabeled data with the help of labeled data, we firstly train
DCGAN [18] on the original re-ID training set and generate
new vehicle images to enrich the training set. As shown in
Fig. 2, the pipeline feeds the newly generated samples into
CNN model. Then, these unlabeled GAN-generated data are
Fig. 2. The workflow of the proposed method. There are two stages including training and testing: (1) Training Stage. A generative adversarial networks[18]
for generated new unlabeled samples and a convolutional neural network for semi-supervised learning. “Original Images” represent the labeled data in the
given training set; “Training data” combines the “Original Images” and the “Unlabeled Images”. We aim to learn more discriminative embeddings with the
“Training data”; (2) Testing Stage. Given a probe and gallery set, we used the trained CNN model from training stage to extract the appearance feature for
each vehicle. Then the euclidean distance and Jaccard distance are calculated for each pair of the probe vehicle and gallery vehicle. The final distance is
computed as the combination of euclidean distance and Jaccard distance, which is used to obtain the proposed ranking list.
fed into the ResNet model [20]. The LSRO method regularizes
the learning process by integrating the unlabeled data and,
thus, reduces the risk of over-fitting. Finally, after obtaining
an initial rank list, we will perform an additional re-ranking
step to improve vehicle re-ID accuracy.
To summarize, the contributions of this paper are:
1. We first propose a combination method that explore both
of the semi-supervised learning and re-ranking to optimize the
performance of vehicle re-ID.
2. We validated our approach on two datasets VeRi-776
[21] and VehicleID [1], and confirmed that the proposed
method achieves more favorable performance than state-of-
the-art methods.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section II,
we provide a detailed description of the proposed methods;
implementation details and experimental results are provided
in Section III, followed by conclusion in Section IV.
II. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, we describe the pipeline of the proposed
method, which includes the new samples generated by Gen-
erative Adversarial Network (GAN), Label Smoothing Regu-
larization for Outliers (LSRO) and re-ranking method. Fig. 2
describes the details of proposed approach.
A. Generative Adversarial Networks
The generative adversarial network generally consists of two
sub-networks: a generator and a discriminator. The adversarial
training process is a minimax game: both subnetworks aim
to minimize its own cost and maximize the other’s cost.
This adversarial process leads to a converged status that
the generator outputs realistic images and the discriminator
extracts deep features. The GAN frameworks we used in this
pipeline is DCGAN [18]. We follow the settings in [18] for the
generator. We start with a 100-dim random vector and enlarge
it to 2⇥2⇥16 using a linear function. To enlarge the tensor,
five deconvolution functions are used with a kernel size of
5⇥5 and a stride of 2. Every deconvolution is followed by
a rectified linear unit and batch normalization. Additionally,
one optional deconvolutional layer with a kernel size of 5⇥5
and a stride of 1, and one tanh function are added to fine-tune
the result. A sample that is 128⇥128⇥3 in size can then be
generated.
The input of the discriminator network includes the gener-
ated images and the real images in the training set. We use five
convolutional layers to classify whether the generated image is
fake. Similarly, the size of the convolutional filters is 5⇥5 and
their stride is 2. We add a fully-connected layer to perform
the binary classification (real or fake).
B. Label Smoothing Regularization for Outliers
The label smoothing regularization for outliers (LSRO) [17]
was proposed to incorporate the unlabeled images in the
network. This strategy extends LSR [22] from the supervised
domain to leverage unsupervised data generated by the GAN.
The basic principles are as follows: let n 2 {1, 2, ..., N} be
the pre-defined classes of the real images in the training data,






where p(n) 2 [0, 1] is the predicted probability of the input
belonging to class n, and can be outputted by CNN model.
It is derived from the softmax function which normalizes the
output of the previous fully-connected layer. q(n) is the ground
truth distribution, let x be the ground truth class label, q(n)
can be defined as:
q(n) =
⇢
0 n 6= x
1 n = x
(2)
We expect that the maximum class probability of a generated
image will be low during the test, which means that the
network will fail to predict a particular class with high confi-
dence. Therefore, the class label distribution for the generated





Eq.3 can be termed as the label smoothing regularization for
outliers (LSRO). We can re-write the cross-entropy loss by
combining Eq. 1, Eq. 2 and Eq. 3:





For a real training image, Z = 0. For a generated training
image, Z = 1. So the real images and generated images actually
have different types of loss in the system.
Using LSRO, we can deal with more outliers that are located
near the real training images in the space by introducing
more variances of color and type to regularize the model. For
example, if the training set has only one red-color vehicle, the
discriminative power of the model will be limited because the
network may be misdirected considering that the color red is a
discriminative feature. By adding generated training samples,
such as an unlabeled red-color vehicle, the classifier will be
penalized if it makes the wrong prediction towards the labeled
red-color vehicle. In this way, the network will be encouraged
to find more underlying causes and to be less prone to over-
fitting.
C. Re-ranking Method
Problem Definition. For a given probe image, an initial
rank list L(p,G) = {g1, g2, ..., gN} can be obtained according
to the pairwise euclidean distance between probe p and gallery
gi. Our goal is to re-rank L(p,G), so that more positive sam-
ples rank top in the list, and thus to improve the performance
of vehicle re-ID.
Similarity Ranking Optimization. Following [23], the k-
nearest neighbors (i.e. the top-k samples of the ranking list)
of a probe p can be defined as N(p, k):
N(p, k) = {g1, g2, ..., gN} (5)
where k represents the number of candidates in the set. The
k-reciprocal nearest neighbors R(p, k) can be defined as,
R(p, k) = {gi|(gi) 2 N(p, k)) ^ (p 2 N(gi, k))} (6)
According to the previous description, the k-reciprocal nearest
neighbors are more related to probe p than k-nearest neigh-
bors. However, due to variations in views, illuminations and
occlusions, the k-nearest neighbors and k-reciprocal nearest
may not include the positive images. To address this problem,
we incrementally add the 14k-reciprocal nearest neighbors of
each candidate in R(p, k) into a more robust set R⇤(p, k)
according to the following condition:
R⇤(p, k) {gi|(gi) 2 N(p, k)) ^ (p 2 N(gi, k))} (7)
R⇤(p, k) has been added more positive samples which are
more similar to the candidates in R(p, k) by this operation. We
consider R⇤(p, k) as contextual knowledge to re-calculate the
distance between the appearance feature of probe and gallery.
The pairwise distance between the probe p and the gallery gi
will be re-calculated by comparing their k-reciprocal nearest
neighbor sets. As described earlier [10], [24], we believe that if
two images are similar, their k-reciprocal nearest neighbor sets
overlap, i.e., there are some duplicate samples in the sets. And
the more duplicate samples, the more similar the two images
are. The new distance between p and qi can be calculated by
the Jaccard metric of their k-reciprocal sets as:
dj(p, gi) = 1  |R
⇤(p, k) \R⇤(gi, k)|
|R⇤(p, k) [R⇤(gi, k)| (8)
Inspired by [9], we address the importance of original distance
in re-ranking by jointly aggregate the original distance and
Jaccard distance to revise the initial ranking list, the final
distance df is defined as
df (p, gi) = (1   )dj(p, gi) +  (p, gi) (9)
where   denotes the penalty factor, it penalizes galleries far
away from the probe p. When   = 0, only the Jaccard
distance is considered. On the contrary, when   = 1, only
the original distance is considered. Finally, the revised ranking
list Lnew(p,G) can be obtained by ascending sort of the final
distance.
III. EXPERIMENTS
In the following section, we will first introduce the datasets
used in our experiments and then the experimental set up
will be briefly outlined including performance comparison,
followed by the details of experiments on datasets for vehicle
re-ID.
A. Vehicle Re-id Datasets
VeRi-776 [21] contains over 50,000 images of 776 vehicles
with identity annotations, image timestamps, camera geo-
locations, license plates, car types and colors information.
Each vehicle is captured by 2 to 18 cameras in a road network
during a 24-hour time period. The dataset is split into a train
set consisting of 37,781 images of 576 vehicles, and a testing
set of 11,579 images belonging to 200 vehicles. A subset of
1,678 probe images in the testing set are used as to retrieve
corresponding images from all other test images.
VehicleID [1] is currently the largest publicly available
vehicle re-id dataset contains data captured during daytime by
multiple real-world surveillance cameras distributed in a small
city in China. There are 221763 images of 26267 vehicles
in total, which is split into two parts for model training
and testing. The first part contains 110178 images of 13134
vehicles and the second part contains 111585 images of 13133
vehicles. The testing data provides three subsets(i.e. small,
medium and large) ordered by their size from the original
testing data for vehicle re-ID task.
B. Implementation Details
CNN Baseline. The Matconvnet [25] package is used for
ResNet-50 model training. During training, we modify the
fully-connected layer to have 571 and 13166 neurons for VeRi-
776, VehicleID, respectively. We insert a dropout layer before
the final convolutional layer and set the dropout rate to 0.8 for
VeRi-776 and 0.6 for VehicleID. During testing, we extract the
2,048-dim CNN feature in the last convolutional layer for each
image. Then, the initial rank list for a given probe image will
be generated by euclidean distance.
GAN training and testing. We use Tensorflow [26] and the
DCGAN package to train the GAN model using the provided
data in the original training set without preprocessing. The
outputted image is resized to 256⇥256 and then used in CNN
model training (with LSRO).
Evaluation metrics. To evaluate the performance of the
proposed algorithms in Section II, we use the Cumulative
Matching Characteristic (CMC) curve which is widely used
in Re-Id. It depicts the recognition performance as a function
of the rank score and represents the expectation of finding
the correct match in the rank-k ones. Moreover, we also use
mean average precision (mAP), rank-1 and rank-5 to evaluate
the overall performance.
C. Experiments on VeRi-776
We first evaluate our method on the VeRi-776 dataset [21]
which is the only existing vehicle re-identification dataset
Fig. 3. Examples of real images and GAN generated images for VeRi-776
and VehicleID. (a)(c) The top one and three row show the real images in
VeRi-776 training set; (b)(d) The second and bottom row show the unlabeled
images generated by DCGAN[18] trained on the VeRi-776 training set and
VehicleID training set. Although the generated images in (b) and (d) can
be easily recognized as fake images by a human, they are added to the
training sets of VeRi-776 and VehicleID to regularize the CNN model in
our experiment.
TABLE I
AN EXAMPLE OF A TABLE
GAN Images rank-1 rank-5 Mean AP(%)
0 85.64 92.67 53.80
12000 87.60 93.42 57.53
21000 87.70 93.92 58.00
30000 86.82 93.27 54.28
48000 86.83 93.35 56.85
providing spatial and temporal annotations. In our implemen-
tation, the CNN baseline has a rank-1 recognition accuracy of
85.64%. We compared the baseline result with other existing
vehicle re-ID methods in Table II, the baseline alone has
slightly exceeds many previous work [8], [21]. We train
DCGAN on the 37,781 images in the VeRi-776 training set,
and combine the real images with the generated images (see
Fig. 3) to train the CNN model. As shown in Table I, when
we add 21,000 GAN images to the CNN training, our method
significantly improves the re-ID performance on VeRi-776. We
observe improvement of +2.06% (from 85.64% to 87.70%),
+2.63% (from 90.04% to 92.67%) and +4.43%(from 53.80%
to 58.23%) in rank-1, rank-5 and mAP, respectively. These
results indicate that the unlabeled images generated by the
GAN effectively yield improvements over the baseline using
the LSRO method. More GAN images are shown in Fig. 3.
With the help of re-ranking, the rank-1 accuracy and mAP
are further improved to 88.62% and 64.78%. Three example
results are shown in Fig.4. The proposed method, GAN+LSRO
TABLE II
RANK-1 AND MAP ACCURACIES BY COMPARED METHODS ON THE
VERI-776 DATASET [21]
Method rank-1 rank-5 Mean AP
FACT [8] 50.95 73.48 18.49
FACT+Plate-SNN+STR [21] 61.44 78.78 27.77
Siamese-CNN+Path-LSTM [19] 83.49 90.04 58.27
Baseline (Ours) 85.64 92.67 53.80
GAN+LSRO (Ours) 87.70 93.92 58.23
GAN+LSRO+ re-ranking (Ours) 88.62 94.52 64.78
Fig. 4. Example vehicle re-identification results (rank-5) of two probes on
the VeRi-776 dataset. For each probe, the first row correspond to the ranking
results produced by our baseline, the second row describes the improved
ranking results produced by our proposed method (GAN+LSRO+re-ranking).
Vehicle surrounded by red box denotes the same vehicle as the probe,
otherwise blue.
TABLE III
GALLERY AND PROBE SPLIT FOR VEHICLEID DATASET
Number of images Small Medium Large
Gallery size 800 1600 2400
Probe size 6532 11395 17638
+ re-ranking, effectively ranks more true vehicles in the top
of ranking list which are missed in the ranking list of our
baseline. Fig.5. further shows the CMC curves of the proposed
methods.
D. Experiments on VehicleID
To further test the effectiveness of our method, we provide
the result of the largest image-based vehicle Re-ID dataset
[1] in Table IV and Table V. Following the setting in [1], we
randomly select one image of each vehicle and put it into
Fig. 5. The CMC curves of proposed methods for VeRi-776.
TABLE IV
RANK-1 ACCURACY BY COMPARED METHODS ON THE VEHICLEID
DATASET [1]




VGG+CCL [1] 0.436 0.370 0.329
Mixed Diff+CCL[1] 0.490 0.428 0.382
Baseline (Ours) 83.42 80.31 76.10
GAN+LSRO (Ours) 85.31 81.97 77.87
GAN+LSRO+ re-ranking (Ours) 88.95 83.56 79.46
TABLE V
MAP ACCURACY ON THE VEHICLEID DATASET [1]




GAN+LSRO (Ours) 74.12 73.12 71.56
GAN+LSRO+ re-ranking (Ours) 79.34 78.56 77.32
the gallery set, the others images are all probe queries. The
detailed information of the gallery set and the probe set in
each test subset shows in III.
Following the common method when evaluating model
prediction accuracy, we repeat it 20 times in testing phase to
get the final CMC curve. The detailed match rate from rank-
1 to rank-50 of the proposed methods evaluated on the three
scale test data are illustrated in Fig 6. In our experiments,
we use the original training set and 50000 unlabeled images
generated by GAN to train the network ResNet-50. Table IV
and Table V illustrate the rank-1 match rate and mAP of
our proposed method on all three test data splits, from the
results, we can find that after applying our proposed semi-
supervised learning and re-ranking structure, the match rate
further increased about 30% 40% than previous methods,
which reveal the significant advantages of our method again.
Fig. 6. The CMC curves of proposed method for VehicleID.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an efficient approach to jointly
apply the semi-supervised learning and re-ranking for vehicle
re-id problem. Using a baseline DCGAN model [27], we show
that the imperfect GAN images effectively demonstrate their
regularization ability when trained with a ResNet baseline
model. Through the LSRO method, we mix the unlabeled
GAN images with the labeled real training images for simul-
taneous semi-supervised learning. We have also addressed the
re-ranking problem by improving the k-reciprocal method. the
proposed approach outperforms state-of-the-arts methods on
the VeRi-776 dataset. Our experimental results indicate that
the proposed approach outperforms state-of-the-arts methods
on the VeRi-776 and VehicleID dataset.
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